
RANCHO PAUMA MUTUAL WATER COMPANY ("RPMWC") 

MINUTES OF THE 

 REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

HELD May 29, 2019 

 

 

 

 

Directors Present: Steve Wehr, Chuck Bandy, Son Do, Laurie Kariya and Bruce Knox  

 

Also Present: Shareholders Jim Cipriano, Tom Cerruti, Darlene Shiley, Larry Luther and Charles 

Mathews; CEO of Steele Canyon Larry Taylor; Jeff Pape of Dudek; General Manager 

Bobby Graziano and Administrative Assistant Marissa Fehling 

 

1. Call to Order: Meeting was called to order at 1:59 p.m.by President Wehr.  

Wehr informed the board of a documentary Graziano recommended called Once We Had a River which 

explains the dispute between Vista Irrigation District and the Indians over the water impounded by the 

Henshaw Dam.  Wehr also remarked that due to the uncertainty in the future of SGMA it will be important 

to have cash reserves.  Wehr remarked that any decision on basin draw should be held off until after June 

10th.   

 

2. Shareholder Comments:  Cipriano reported that when he searches RPMWC, the website is not found.  

Graziano explained that the website is live, but is still new which is why it does not show up on the Google 

search page.  Staff was instructed to send out another notice to shareholders with the new URL to the 

RPMWC website.   

  

3. Approval of Previous Minutes 

a. Minutes of April 29, 2019- Regular Meeting: Do commented that the 2nd sentence in section 8b was too 

condensed and recommends taking out the sentence all together.  Bandy commented that in section 7a the 

1 year term discussion was not included and should have been.  Per Knox, he will reach out to Steve w/ 

BB& K for formal process to resign and reinstate board status.  Bandy asked for the wording to be changed 

on 7b.  Bandy motioned to approve the minutes of the Regular Meeting held April 29, 2019 pending the 

changes requested herein, seconded by Knox and unanimously approved.   

   

4. Reports 

a. Sources and Usage Report: Presented for review. Graziano noted that no water is being purchased from 

Yuima MWD.  Knox questioned why there was a large increase in April. Graziano explained it was due to 

the weather change.  Do noted the 24,000 units were over allocation.  Pape informed that large ag customers 

began irrigating.     

b. Account Totals: Presented for review.  

 c. Slippage Report & Well Data: Presented for review.  Graziano noted that well 38 was not functioning.  

Knox inquired on the leak size from last weekend on Luiseno; Graziano explained it was a small leak.   

 

5. Financial Report 

a. B/S, P&L as of April 30, 2019: Presented for review.  Graziano reported that cash total is currently 

$1,385,663; accounts receivable $104,871; accounts payable $139,225.  Wehr mentioned that the CPA 

reported that the reserves are down and should be higher.  Graziano reported that half of the potable pipeline 

project has been paid.  Graziano reported that water sales are currently down significantly compared to this 

time last year.  Wehr inquired how many inches of rain PVCC received this winter.  Taylor reported about 

23 inches.  Bandy inquired on the cost for the 2nd phase of the tank project.  Graziano informed that the 

total cost of the tank rehabilitation project is $371k.  Motion was made by Knox to approve the financial 

statements as presented, seconded by Wehr and unanimously adopted.  

 

6. Operation & Discussion Items 
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a. BB&K Engagement Letter: Graziano presented the letter; Knox explained why this was received based 

on discussions at the last meeting.  Motion was made by Bandy to approve the Engagement Letter as 

presented, seconded by Kariya and unanimously approved. 

 

b. ByLaw Update: Knox reported that with the help of Cerruti, suggested changes to the minutes are being 

presented.  The changes were allowing the annual meeting to be held anywhere in Pauma Valley, converting 

the board term from four years to one.  Do recommended listing all candidates’ names on ballot on the next 

election, after the board has reviewed them.  Knox reported that he spoke with Steve from BB&K and there 

is no limit on number of runners.  Wehr asked Knox to provide a statement stating from legal stating listing 

the candidates was appropriate.  Shiley asked for confirmation that she will be receiving a ballot with a list 

of candidates on the next election; Knox replied yes.  Cerruti noted that the update to the ByLaws has to be 

approved first.  Pape suggested letting the community know that candidacy needs to be known by a certain 

date such as 60 days prior to election.  Upon a motion by Bandy, second by Wehr and unanimous vote, the 

updates to the ByLaws were adopted as presented. 

   

c. Project Updates: Pape reported that the potable pipeline project was complete, which allows a larger 

capacity.  Pape reported that all wells can now run at the same time, and the tank coating is now to be 

scheduled.  Wehr questioned if there was a document that states SGMA will use years 2010-2015 for 

baseline allocation.  Pape replied, yes it is in the SGMA law.  Graziano showed a map showing the previous 

route for the Ag Transmission Main.  Graziano and Pape explained there was too much risk and cost to try 

and connect Well 40 to the proposed ag main line and that staff strongly recommends plans to do so be 

abandoned.  Graziano explained that Well 40 has a State approved blending station and staff will strive to 

put Well 40 online soon.  Graziano stated that the ag main line should run from dog park to greens 

maintenance at a minimum, and ideally from dog park to Well 37.  This entire project must be studied 

further.  A brief discussion about a future well site took place.  Do recommended adding this on a future 

agenda for a more detailed conversation on this.   

 

d. Capex Schedule: Graziano explained report.  Graziano gave pricing options for a 4th utility truck and 

explained that a 4th utility employee will be hired shortly.  Graziano recommends selling the oldest utility 

truck next year when the utility supervisor retires.  Knox advised looking into preowned vehicles.  Knox 

suggested leaving the decision up to Wehr and Graziano, all agreed.  Knox reported that he has been 

approached by several people regarding the Jilbertos water issue and questioned whether RPMWC should 

send a notice to the community informing them that RPMWC does not provide water to that restaurant.   

 

e. Basin Draw:  Graziano commented that there are two sides to the discussion surrounding increasing the 

basin draw.  On one hand the board could direct staff to pump up to 700,000 units.  This would mean that 

in the event usage for the fiscal year exceeds 600,000 staff would not import water from Yuima.  Staff 

would pump the units.  On the other hand staff is directed to increase the allocation such that the combined 

Tier I and II equals 700,000.  This would offer a decrease in customers water bills since more Tier I & II 

units were be allocated to each customer.  Graziano showed the current water usage and a projection for 

May-Oct.  The table showed that it is likely RPM will stay close to a 600,000 total usage.  The consensus 

was that RPM could safely extract 700,000 if so needed but the allocation should not be changed.  A motion 

by Wehr to approve the extraction of 700,000 units was made.  Second by Knox and unanimously carried.    

 

7. Adjournment: With the next meeting date set for June 17, 2019 at 10 a.m. set and no further business to 

discuss and upon motion made, seconded and unanimously carried the meeting adjourned at 3:43 p.m. 

Marissa Fehling 

       Marissa Fehling, Recording Secretary 


